In a previous paper [2], we gave the. index of the standard quadratic form of rank n over the field of p-adic numbers. Here, we recover, as a consequence, the structure ,of the associated Clifford algebra. ' 
INTRODUCTION
. , Let K be a field of characteristic = 2 and E a vector space over K of finite dimension n. A mapping q : E --~ K is a quadratic f orm over E if there exists a bilinear symmetric form f : E x E -; K such that . ' We assume that q is regular, that is f is non-degenerated. An Let (E, q) be a quadratic space, possibly non regular ; an algebra C == C(E, q) over K, with unit 1, is said to be a Clifford algebra for (E, q) if Clifford algebra exists and is unique up algebra isomorphism (cf. for instance [I] or [3] ). For (ii) x/ = m2r + t if a = 2r + t, 1_t_2r-1.
II -2
The Clifford algebra On the other hand , let (E, q) be a regular quadratic space over K. If E = V' W is a hyperbolic space (V and W being maximal totally isotropic subspaces ) , it is well known that the Clifford algebra C(E, q) is isomorphic to End(n{V ) ), the space of linear endomorphisms of the vector space I1 (V ). Furthermore the sub algebra of the even elements of C(E, q), say C+(E, q) is isomorphic to End (~+(V )) x End(11_(V)) where il +(V ) (resp. !1 _ (Y)) is the subspace of the even ( resp. odd ) elementts of A(V).
Generally, if E = (V ~ W) 1 U is a Witt decomposition of E, then C{E, q) ^-' End ®x C(U, q), the tensor product of Z j2~ -graded algebras (cf. for example [1] ). -.
We conclude that C(Q), qo) rr M(2~"'+~ , And if n > 4, one proceeds as above.
III -2
The p-adic Clifford algebras ... It is easily seen that these quadratic forms are anisotropic and equivalent. Therefore C( ~~, q2 ) ^~ C( ~ p, q~ ) N C( ~2, q6) ^~ p-~ = Hp is a skew fied. Hence Hp is the unique quaternion field over Qp ( according isomorphism). This result obtained directly here is a general result for local fields (cf. [3] ). 
